Admission Process for Sponsored Candidates in M.Tech (Information Security (IS)) Programme

1. MTech (IS) programme is a full-time, regular programme.
2. Candidates with a minimum 2 years of work experience in IT companies registered with STPI or NASSCOM or Central Government Organizations can apply.
3. Sponsored candidates seeking admission in the M.Tech. (IS) programmes are exempted from the GATE qualification.
4. Candidates need to apply to the University as per the prescribed online application available at URL [http://acad.uohyd.ac.in](http://acad.uohyd.ac.in) and by clicking on Online Application for M.Tech. (Information Security)
5. A candidate seeking admission in this category must also
   a. Submit application in hard copy form duly forwarded by competent authority in their organization, together with the organization's willingness to pay a sponsorship amount of One Lakh Rupees (one time) to the Academic Development Fund of the School of Computer and Information Sciences.
   b. The duration of the programme is two years (2 semester course work and 2 semesters Dissertation). Too complete the prescribed course work (1st year), the candidate should get appropriate leave for minimum of 1 year and should be submitted along with the application in hard copy form while being forwarded. [Note: There will be an option to carry out final dissertation (in the second year) in their respective institutes. The dissertation is to be submitted within stipulated time].
6. Candidates with required minimum qualifications for admission (See Brochure at [http://acad.uohyd.ac.in/downloads/MTIS.pdf](http://acad.uohyd.ac.in/downloads/MTIS.pdf)) would be selected through interviews, only (Dates would be announced on the [http://acad.uohyd.ac.in](http://acad.uohyd.ac.in) website).
7. Selected candidates will be duly notified and have to come for completing the admission process.
   a. Original certificates, relevant documents etc., would be seen at that time.
   b. Candidates are required to pay the sponsorship amount and also the usual tuition, admission and other fees as prescribed by the University from time to time.
8. A formal admission slip would be given to the candidates and they have to report to the School of Computer and Information Sciences at the prescribed date/time.
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